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A Night at Delmonico’s: The Spalding
Baseball Tour and the Imagination
of Empire
Thomas Zeiler


This article casts the Spalding world baseball tour of 1888–1889 in a context of the
campaign to construct a national identity during the late 19th century. In doing so, it


intends to show how baseball magnate Albert Spalding and fellow sporting missionaries
used cultural perspectives promoted on the tour to assert baseball’s national purpose and,


through the sport, stake America’s claim in the Anglo-Saxon imperium of the times.
Spalding initiated the mission with a remarkable tourist venture that spanned the globe,
from Chicago across the Pacific and through Europe before returning from overseas. In


New York, at a famous reception at Delmonico’s restaurant, the tourists and
commentators imbued the sport with the rhetoric of nationalism so critical to constructing


empire ten years later. The banquet serves as the window in which to look on parts of the
tour, particularly the contrasting results of the visits to Australia and Britain.


Brigadier General Abner Doubleday died in Mendham, New Jersey on January 26,


1893. A West Point graduate in 1842 who served in the Mexican–American War,
Doubleday was later stationed at Fort Sumter, South Carolina, where he is credited
with firing the first shot of the Civil War and seeing action in several battles,


including the second Battle of Bull Run, Gettysburg, and Antietam. Doubleday kept
67 diaries and wrote several books and letters. He never once mentioned the game of


baseball, nor did his obituary in the New York Times.
Yet in 1907, 14 years after Doubleday passed away, major league baseball


proclaimed him to be the father of the national pastime. Albert Spalding, sporting
goods mogul, owner of the powerful Chicago White Stockings, and arguably


professional baseball’s most influential figure, instigated this fraud. He had bet
the sport’s venerable journalist, Henry Chadwick, that baseball originated on


American soil rather than being a derivative of British cricket or rounders, and their
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once light-hearted wager turned into a formal inquiry. In 1905, Spalding oversaw the
creation of a special investigative commission under the leadership of Colonel A. G.


Mills, a former National League President who had played baseball before and after the
Civil War, to determine the origins of baseball. Two years later, the prestigious seven-


member panel proclaimed that baseball had no ‘traceable connection whatever with
‘‘Rounders’’ or any other foreign game’, and that as a young boy on a June day in 1839,


Abner Doubleday had supposedly invented the national pastime in the idyllic village of
Cooperstown, New York by drawing a diamond in the dirt and marking out four


bases. [1] Not surprisingly, considering his promotion of baseball and his deep
organisational and financial interests in the game, Spalding unhesitatingly concurred
with the findings.


As baseball experts acknowledge, Spalding’s ‘Mills Commission’ seized on the
dubious evidence and hearsay to perpetuate the fantasy about Doubleday. Chadwick,


as well as other journalists, ridiculed the notion of baseball’s American authenticity,
and even Chairman Mills himself later admitted to the tenuous nature of his findings.


Nonetheless, baseball authorities cast the document as baseball writ for several
reasons, including to honour Doubleday, express dislike of the British, and above all,


in Spalding’s case, to mythologise the notion that baseball was a wholly American
sport, and even a national civil religion. [2] Explaining why he could get away with this


fraud necessitates an interpretation more profound than the superficial motives of
profit and baseball’s growth and stability. Rather, the origins story reveals baseball as a
cultural product with meanings related to the formation of national, and even


imperial identity. [3]
Just as familiar to historians of sport and baseball as the Doubleday hoax is the


tremendous influence exerted by Spalding during the formative years of the national
pastime. Yet one element of his efforts to promote his sporting goods business and


baseball as a whole—a world baseball tour in 1888–1889—has received insufficient
attention from scholars of sports studies, as well as historians of the Gilded Age and


empire. This article casts the Spalding world baseball tour in a larger context of the
campaign to construct a national identity during the late 19th century, of which the
origins legend is also a part. In doing so, it intends to show how Spalding, his fellow


tourists, and those who commented on the trip used cultural perspectives promoted
on the tour to assert baseball’s national purpose and, through the sport, stake


America’s claim in the Anglo-Saxon imperium of the times.
Trumpeting Americanism under girded every aspect of Spalding’s promotion of


the game, yet his words and deeds were part of the cacophony of chauvinistic
outbursts that preceded the actual acquisition of empire 10 years later, after the


Spanish–American War. Nationalism energised baseball’s leaders during the Gilded
Age, and it is evident that they packaged the budding national pastime as the sole


domain of a country in the midst of ascendancy in the global arena. Theirs involved
an effort at constructing a distinctive nationalism in a relatively new and disunited
country of ethnically diverse, economically separated people whose fundamental


political institutions had been ripped apart during the Civil War. Unable, as
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Europeans could, to claim nationhood based on cultural similarities, Americans
imagined themselves as part of a national community, and projected this constructed


unity on the world stage, where they imagined an empire. According to economic
and cultural elites like Spalding and his admirers, Americans shared a mindset and a


common foundation of ideology; their core values were similar. One way to define
and pass on this shared outlook in order to build their nation involved glorifying the


past accomplishments of their forefathers, and also by conjuring up national legends
that showed America as a distinct place. [4]


Such exceptionalist thought guided the builders of baseball in their quest for
sporting domination and profit. Spalding’s zeal for the Mills’ Commission report, as
well as his earlier world tour and his later publication of his valedictory Baseball:


America’s National Game (1911), fixed on the notion that baseball was integral to the
very identity of the United States. Famously, in his memoirs, he called baseball an


exponent of ‘American Courage, Confidence, Combativeness; American Dash,
Discipline, Determination; American Energy, Eagerness, Enthusiasm; American


Pluck, Persistency, Performance, American Spirit, Sagacity, Success; American Vim,
Vigour, Virility’ [it is noteworthy that the word ‘American’ appears six times in this


sentence], and concluded that the sport exhibited the ultimate sign of masculinity:
‘War!’ He believed it reflected manly, fair, and entrepreneurial American values that


had converted into reality the national community desired by leaders. It was time
now to take the next step, and convert imagination to the real world of empire. [5]


And an imperial power the United States would be. America’s political system,


culture, ‘and even its forms of recreation,’ Spalding exclaimed, would prove superior
to those of empires, monarchies, colonies, and parliamentary government. [6] The


baseball tourists carried this propaganda around the world as they celebrated
American virtues. Spalding, of course, intended to market his own sporting goods


business with the tour, but to do so, he would cleverly link the sport inextricably to
the values and practices of Americanism, thus rendering it an irresistible national


product for consumption abroad for those willing to try it. This allowed for the
integration of baseball with other American cultural products in the pursuit of the
informal, empire of the late Gilded Age. Thus, he would ‘equate the game’s origins


with the ethos of America’s national destiny’ which, in the eyes of such imperial
dreamers as Secretary of State James Blaine in the 1880s meant the projection of U.S.


values overseas even during a time when American foreign relations were guided by a
non-interventionist, parochial outlook. [7]


Spalding initiated the imperial mission with a remarkable venture that spanned the
globe. He took a group of baseball tourists from Chicago across the American


heartland to San Francisco, then traversed the Pacific Ocean to Hawaii, New Zealand,
and Australia. The group continued on to Ceylon and Egypt before heading through


the Suez Canal to the Mediterranean Sea and across to Italy; into France and England,
Scotland, and Ireland; and finally back to New York. From there, they travelled the
Eastern seaboard and the Midwest before heading arriving home in Chicago. Along


the way, the baseball tourists met two U.S. presidents (Grover Cleveland in October
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1888 and Benjamin Harrison, who defeated Cleveland in the November election, in
April 1889), aristocrats and other wealthy patrons, royalty, business and political


leaders, entertainers, and thousands of locals. A large entourage of spouses,
journalists, baseball officials, and businessmen supported Spalding’s Chicago White


Stockings club and a team of ‘All-America’ all-stars. The two teams played 54
exhibition games in America and abroad, including one next to the Pyramids and


another near a half-built Eiffel Tower, constructed for the International Exposition of
1889. [8] They were largely unsophisticated tourists but, orchestrated by the visionary


Spalding, they were on a mission to familiarise the world with baseball and,
ultimately, carve out a niche for the sport as a marker of American identity. [9]


After the teams returned from overseas in early April 1889, they were honoured in


Manhattan at the tour’s most famous reception, at Delmonico’s restaurant. The
comments at this banquet help explain how Spalding could justify the playfully


deceitful Doubleday myth by imbuing the sport with the rhetoric of nationalism so
critical to constructing empire. The words jubilantly spoken at Delmonico’s that


evening, and the references to key points of the grand tour, illustrated Spalding’s
quite successful effort to make baseball a key ingredient of American national culture.


His world tour proved critical to that objective, which, in turn, commandeered the
sport as another in a rising tide of distinctly American offerings to a global audience


destined for transformation by later U.S. imperial power.
Delmonico’s was the premier institution in New York City, and perhaps the entire


country, for hosting gatherings of esteemed parties. Opened in 1827 (and closed in


1923), the restaurant became the dining place for celebrities. Close by the tourist’s
stylish Fifth Avenue Hotel and near Madison Square Garden, it had ample seating for


a large number of guests, space now in demand as the world tour reception
numbered 253 people spread out between eight tables. Around the large dining room


on the second floor hung large photographs of the two teams in Rome and Egypt.
Perched on a balcony, a band played popular American tunes. The menu card,


decorated with baseballs and bats, announced a dinner in nine innings, labelled with
dishes from the places the tourists had visited. A souvenir book of the trip,
patriotically bound in red, white and blue ribbons, lay open for viewing. Waiters were


prepared to be liberal with the wine and champagne, while organisers carefully
scheduled the speakers. [10] A Who’s Who of U.S. society joined the entire entourage


of tourists and its organisers at Delmonico’s. National League officials, as well as
figures from the sporting world, such as the Amateur Athletic Association’s John


Sullivan and Henry Chadwick, mingled with dozens of politicians, civil servants,
newsmen and newspaper owners, theatre stars DeWitt Hopper (of ‘Casey at the Bat’


ballad fame) and Digby Bell, and businessmen. Consul General G. W. Griffin, who
had greeted the tourists when they arrived in Australia four months before, several


judges, three New York mayors, and a national senator (Arthur Gorman of Maryland
who, like Abraham Mills and Sullivan, later joined the Mills Commission) were
present. Sitting among fellows New Yorkers were former state legislator Theodore


Roosevelt, who would become a member of the United States Civil Service
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Commission a month later, and his amiable brother, Elliott. Both could relate to the
tourists because of their own travels in Europe and the American West. The most


illustrious diner of them all, however, was Samuel Clemens, seated near one end of
the head table occupied by the senators, mayors, Mills, and Albert Spalding. [11]


Abraham Mills called the banquet to order at 10 o’clock by reading testimonials from
several absent dignitaries, including the governor of New York. Stoking the nationalist


fires from the outset, the Hawaiian Minister, H. A. P. Carter, sent his regrets in a letter
stating that ‘Mr Spalding and party could justly claim to represent the nation’ because


there were so many baseball players and fans in the United States. Although the King of
Hawaii had not seen one of their ‘manly’ exhibitions, he nonetheless appreciated the
qualities of obedience, self-command, and skill that the tourist sportsmen had displayed.


[12] Mills followed by paying tribute to the ballplayers and their sport. ‘It was truly the
national game, and Mr Spalding and his men had given it world wide reputation,’ he


declared. Greeted by catcalls of ‘no rounders!’, Mills proclaimed that ‘patriotism and
research’ had revealed that baseball ‘was American in its origins’, and he sat down after


applauding Spalding and his players as not just stars but ‘in every sense, representatives
of American manhood and citizenship’. Baseball, through the world tour, clearly


indicated the essence of national identity. Others agreed before drinking to the health of
Spalding, who thanked business associates, organisers of the tour, and correspondents


before giving way to Adrian Constantine ‘Cap’ Anson and John Montgomery Ward, the
captains, respectively, of the White Stockings and the All-America teams. But the real
luminary of the evening now took to the stage after a substantial introduction from


Mills. Mark Twain turned out to be the hit of the night once Mills turned over the floor
to him as ‘a native of the Sandwich Islands’. [13]


Twain was at his wry best, but it is important to note that he also used baseball as a
metaphor for American drive, namely by contrasting it to the supposed laxity of the


Hawaiians and the customs of Europeans. He foreswore his indigenous standing in
the Hawaiian Islands, but he did concede that he had visited that paradise over 20


years before, in 1866. Indeed, Twain likely drew some of his material from a speech
he had given over a hundred times, and which he had first made in London, in 1873,
when he analysed the ‘savages of the Sandwich Islands’. Baseball, he offered, seemed


out of place there. Twain wound up his hilarious oratory with humour peppered by
nationalistic rhetoric, proclaiming that the tourists had ‘carried the American name


to the uttermost parts of the earth—and covered it with glory every time’. [14]
Twain had travelled the world, too, writing about those visits two decades before in


Innocents Abroad; or, the New Pilgrim’s Progress, his second book published in 1869 to
popular acclaim. In this travelogue of his journey to Europe and the Holy Land, he


found fault with most European traits while he promoted the superiority of the low-
brow, innocent Yankee whose principles and practices contrasted favourably with


cultures across the Atlantic. By debunking Europe, he boosted the prestige of the
United States. At Delmonico’s in 1889, in fact, he went even farther down the
exceptionalist road by reprimanding foreign critics of the United States, a country


that, he noted with tongue in cheek, had invented liberty and democracy. To be sure,
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by the end of the next decade, Twain would criticise U.S. imperial ventures, too. Yet
in his speech at Delmonico’s, the gist of Twain’s remarks could be taken seriously.


Baseball players and others in the sporting tradition in the audience could half believe
that the tourists had not only returned from exhibiting their wares on the diamond


but they had also been part of a larger crusade of representing American greatness in
foreign places. [15]


Incidentally, Twain’s rather obnoxious words regarding the Hawaiians fell on
understanding ears, for the baseball tourists had also made their own observations


while travelling, and much of their content was based on racial notions of the times
which were critical to the construction of empire. On the one hand, the tourists
disparaged (both explicitly and unconsciously) non-white races they encountered.


On the other, they fed into the positivist imperial cultural sentiment of the day by
constructing an Anglo-Saxon unity of purpose to be achieved through racialised


sporting traditions like baseball. Although the intention here is to focus on the
second category of imperial unity, it should be mentioned that the negative side is


connected to that search for empire, for it showed that the baseball entourage and its
admirers revealed a commonly held attitude of superiority of white America toward


subaltern people of colour.
Contrast such insulting and ignorant behaviour to the celebratory American


encounters with the British empire, in New Zealand and Australia, as well as the
insecurity felt by the tourists when they travelled through Europe futilely trying to
market their sport to audiences who often ridiculed them. In the British outposts,


they met a fellowship of colonials who shared their values and experiences, and thus
they came away satisfied with their American mission. In Europe, the tables were


turned; the baseball tourists were taken not as missionaries but for what they really
were: brash and gifted young athletes who played a game of dubious merit that


conflicted with long-held sporting traditions. More than that, the Spalding mission
smacked up against the long tradition of British imperial uses of sports, including


baseball’s major competitor, cricket. As J. A. Mangan and others have noted, the
‘games ethic’ developed within British public schools was designed to build such
qualities of character as courage, leadership, team spirit, and fairness in men who


would then carry these values abroad. Those were the very values Spalding and the
Delmonico’s crowd trumpeted in 1889. In addition, athletics was critical to moral


training but also to the dissemination of Anglo-Saxonism into the international
arena. British sports proslyletising had already educated people at home, and had


greatly shaped native cultures throughout the empire. Thus, not only had the British
already converted their thinking to the sports civilising mission, but they had beaten


Spalding to the punch by instilling such thinking and practices in imperial subjects.
Not surprisingly, they resisted American baseball imperialism; in fact, Spalding’s


mission met with a yawn, titter, and polite rejection as British cultural imperialism
overmatched the U.S. version. [16]


Spalding and his followers put a happier face on the results. This part of the


Spalding trip, which centred on showing that baseball was equal to the revered sport
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of cricket and certainly had little relationship to rounders, became a fixation of the
diners at Delmonico’s. They ended up ignoring the European snubbing of Spalding,


preferring instead to focus on common Anglo-Saxon binds that tied Americans to the
British empire, and even to Old Europe, through shared racial beliefs, cultural


backgrounds, nationalistic longings, and affinities for sports. [17]
American baseball, like other sports, spread abroad, in part, by a broad vision of


spreading national ideals by baseball diplomacy. To be sure, a loose international
baseball fraternity had emerged in the 1880s, and individuals in many countries,


including Britain and its colonies, considered establishing franchises, leagues, and
championship series. Into this milieu entered Albert Spalding, who did not hesitate to
explain why he was overseas. He believed the sport was destined to become ‘the


universal game of the world’, although he later claimed that its adoption was
impracticable in many places because of traditions, culture, and even physical


characteristics (for instance, Italians might be too small). Yet he posited that devising
global contests among America, Australia, Canada, and other ‘English-speaking


countries’ would ‘cement a friendly feeling between these nations’. [18] Others
picked up on this notion; hence, the importance of travelling the British empire and


Europe, showing that baseball was equal to cricket and thus an exemplar of the
‘civilised world’ and ‘refinement’, declared Henry Chadwick. [19]


The stay in Australia, for instance, provided the tourists with confirmation of
Anglo solidarity, thereby verifying their chauvinistic view that America had come of
age as a great power. In Sydney Harbour, a large reception awaited them, as several


steamers, each with a band playing music and laden with spectators, escorted the ship
into port. Red, white, and blue bunting draped the port, even the lighthouse was


covered, and the ship sailed under bunting strung between thirty miniature barques.
Stars and stripes mingled with union jacks and hundreds of waving handkerchiefs,


the ‘storms of cheers’ and boat signals deafening, recorded Harry Palmer, a journalist
who chronicled the world tour for several newspapers. To enter this lovely seat of


British imperial power, he concluded, was ‘glorious! It was soul-stirring!’ [20] The
tourists disembarked to cheers at the wharf in Woolloomooloo Bay before being
whisked to their elegant hotels by four-horse coaches. American Consul G. W. Griffin


issued a hearty welcome, telling them that they would meet the warmest people on
earth. Indeed, wrote Cap Anson, the tourists were ‘among friends’, and not just


because of the reception but also due to the cultural and historic binds that tied
Americans to Australians. Australian visitors to America applauded U.S. political


traditions (as well as profitable economic ties), noting the similarities between these
new and developing settler nations. Both believed themselves superior to people of


colour and neighbouring non-white nations. [21]
The displays of commonality were copious. Cheered as they sat in their box seats in


the Royal Theatre, which was decorated with American flags, the ball-players watched
a performance by Americans ex-pats James Cassius ‘J. C.’ Williamson and his wife,
Maggie Moore. The tourists then went down to the stage to be received again by the


audience. Cries were heard for Chicago’s captain, ‘Baby Anson’, and then a popular
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member of Parliament, Irish-born Daniel O’Connor, welcomed the Spalding party by
noting its pluck in travelling so far from home and closing by emphasising that


Americans and Australians ‘were members of the Anglo-Saxon race and sprang from
the old English stock, and their games were not really very different’. Spalding


graciously responded by linking the common heritage of baseballers and cricketers.
Returning to their seats, both nationalities could appreciate a brief afterpiece on ‘the


evils of Chinese Immigration’, a farcical performance but also a reminder of
whiteness and racial superiority of former and current British colonists: the American


and Australian ‘cousins’. [22]
In all Australian venues, they met crowds who reminded them of home; the people


tough and ambitious, like Western Americans, habituated to the boom and bust


cycles of nature. Like Americans, Australians seemed energetic, optimistic, and
young; Australasian adventurers were strikingly unreserved in manners, delightfully


enthusiastic and generous to each other as well as to the tourists. Among their many
cultural tastes was a deep love of outdoor amusements, including sports. These


Australian lovers of the outdoor life were prime targets for Albert Spalding. [23]
Ultimately, however, despite their shared cultural values and outlooks, the


Australian dedication to cricket posed a somewhat insurmountable challenge to
American baseball. Over the previous decade, they had boosted their own national


self-esteem by promoting cricket and even beating the British at their own game, and
in Britain to boot. Cricket also served as a cultural tool of imperial unity. [24] Thus,
Spalding ran up against Australian tradition and pride, as well as the success of British


cultural imperialism through sports. In the end, only his tireless advertising machine
and a feeling of Anglo-Saxon unity, itself stimulated by substantial propaganda efforts,


rather than a love of baseball, brought out crowds to the ball games in the Antipodes.
Yet the rhetoric anticipated what would be proclaimed at Delmonico’s four


months after the tourists had departed from Australia, building on the spirit of
national greatness that so pleased Spalding. For instance, Australian dignitaries were


careful about packaging the importance of sports to the masses by having popular
leaders like O’Connor and Harris, as well as cricketers, meet the party. Sports
enhanced national pride but it also permeated frontiers to link Anglo-Saxons across


the world into a band of brothers. That ‘imperial’ unity, to be sure, was founded in
part on a racial outlook that elevated those of British descent above all others, such as


the Aborigines, who the baseball tourists encountered. Yet the grandiose aspects of
imperialism, not its malevolent racist elements, were the preferred memories of the


merry-makers at Delmonico’s. In their parting words to the U.S. entourage, the
Sydney reception committee, ever aware of the empire of race, prophesied a time


when English ‘would be the language of the world, and England, America, and
Australia be bound together in closest fellowships as one people’. [25] Spalding later


returned the sentiment by dedicating a special edition of his Spalding Guide, the
authoritative manual of baseball, to the ‘sportsmen of Australia’ who, like baseball
players, displayed ‘all those essentials of manliness, courage, nerve, pluck and


endurance, characteristic of the Anglo-Saxon race’. [26]
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These were not the tour’s last utterances of imperial cant, yet the Delmonico’s
revellers, while they did gaze at pictures of Egypt (the leg on the tour after the party


reached Ceylon from Australia), also turned their focus to the high culture of Europe.
In their high-blown speeches, it is easy to detect an insecurity toward the Old World,


which firmly, but politely, rejected out of hand the game of baseball. Spalding and
other opinion-makers present ignored that cardinal failure of the world tour’s


mission, instead claiming that American values through the experience of baseball
showed the United States to be of equal, if not elevated, stature to Europe.


Like the typical tourist whose imagery of the world was grounded in myths and
fantasy rather than reality, the baseball entourage was not immune to the
fascinations, or the possibilities for profit, that international tourism promised.


And, like earlier tourists, they also made comparisons of their country to others’. No
doubt they were told that Europe, long the favoured destination (along with the Holy


Land) of American tourists, contained an outmoded sense of privilege and
aristocracy, decadence and worn-out stodginess, and classiness in the arts but also


a certain belligerency represented by their militarisation that seemed to compel the
region to live at the point of gun rather than co-exist by civilised diplomacy.


Meanwhile, to these proud Americans, the United States represented democracy and
freedom, ambition and opportunity, materialism and rowdiness, and unbridled


wealth with little concern for the powderkeg of world affairs. [27] Trekking through
Europe in wonderment, they also made comparisons, often finding occasions to note
their superiority to the Old World. In essence, the Spalding party embarked on a


global mission that simultaneously respected Europeans while trying to avoid
deference to these nations.


It reality, however, Europeans, who occupied the centre of western culture, could
quite easily look on with amusement or disdain, and even ignore altogether, these


tourists. They were prepared draw conclusions about baseball, but Spalding’s
promotional efforts and ambition were not assured of persuading Europeans to buy


the product. Despite his belief that baseball would become the universal athletic sport
of the world, including in Old Europe, Spalding also set himself up for a fall.
Europeans proved more resistant to the New World than his wide-eyed aspirations


allowed. In essence, the Old World might teach the Americans a thing or two about
culture, customs, and humility. [28] Nowhere was this more evident than in Britain.


The tourists played in Italy and France, but more for sightseeing reasons than out of a
hope of having the sport adopted there. England, however, remained directly in


Spalding’s sights. But there had been a problem on this leg of the tour; the British saw
America’s game as silly, boring, and childish.


Relaxing in Delmonico’s, Spalding could scarcely forget that less than four weeks
before, in early March, he had met the Prince of Wales. During the third inning of the


White Stockings–All-America’s rain-sodden first match in England, the future King
Edward VII appeared in a window behind the catcher’s box, prompting all the players
to cease their efforts, walk to home plate, and cheer His Highness. After the


fifth inning, the Spalding party was introduced to him, and the Prince shook the
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mud-stained hands of every player. Spalding remained behind with him, eminently
pleased with the reception. [29]


Things went south from there. The Prince suffered from a swelling on his neck,
and so had trouble turning his head to look up at the much taller ‘Big Al’. So,


Spalding placed a chair between the Prince of Wales and his brother-in-law, Prince
Christian, which allowed him to continue to talk without having to bend over. The


future British monarch fired questions rapidly as he watched the game. When Cap
Anson whacked out a long hit, the Prince slapped Spalding on the leg and exclaimed,


‘That was a hard clip!’ A moment later, as a White Stocking slid into base on a single
just out of the second baseman’s reach, Spalding tapped His Highness on the
shoulder, asking, ‘What do you think of that?’ Nearby British newsmen were aghast


that royalty had been mishandled so, as were thousands of spectators, by some
reports, who were reportedly still holding their breath after Spalding had sat down


next to the Prince in another breach of court etiquette. The Chicago magnate was
unfazed, later explaining that he was not at the imperial court but at a baseball game,


and if he ‘sat in the presence of Royalty, it is certain that Royalty sat in mine’. [30]
Although harmless, the faux pas was another example of American ignorance, at best,


and crassness at worst, toward European ways. Yet that was something to be proud of
at Delmonico’s, where the encounter was interpreted as an example of America’s


vigorous, exceptional nationalism in the face of anachronistic customs and the
decrepitude of monarchical rule.


Like most observers of the eleven matches that were played in England, Scotland,


and Ireland, the Prince of Wales enjoyed baseball but he did not become a convert.
The New York Herald had passed out cards to the spectators during the game, asking


for their response to questions of whether they thought baseball was more scientific
than cricket and if the sport would catch on in England. When asked his opinion, the


Prince graciously expressed interest but considered ‘cricket as superior’. This was a
reminder that Europeans did not bend easily to American customs, no matter how


ambitiously and creatively marketed by the Spalding company machine. Audiences
would be treated to sometime near-perfect baseball play by the two American sides,
yet it was doubtful that the game would take hold in Britain because of its merits.


Cricket, representative of British manliness and the most English of sports, was just
too popular for baseball to become ‘a standard game with us’, wrote a newsman. [31]


There were, indeed, positive appraisals, as some in the British press found the
players to be superb athletes and a cheerful bunch, yet the overall assessment of


baseball was negative. While defensive play was ‘wonderful’, the risky and difficult skill
of stealing seemed only amusing to most, and overall, the game was too burdened with


rules for most commentators to give it a chance of catching on in Britain. The country
lacked both the space for baseball diamonds and the proper sunny climate in which to


play the game. For British observers who had schooled themselves in the finer points
of the game with the help of detailed newspaper explanations and illustrations, the
pitching was dangerous and the offence insufficient. The pitching was so fast, wrote a


commentator, and the curves so ‘tremendous, that the throw seems to bring with it
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either permanent injury or sudden death’. Meanwhile a hitter might get on base, but
then never reach home, and thus fail to score. Spalding responded by, reportedly,


asking his pitchers to moderate their speed so that scoring would increase. But he
could do little about the general conclusion that, according to a spectator, baseball,


when boiled down to its essence, was ‘nothing more nor less than scientific rounders’,
the English children’s game that many believed fathered baseball and that was so much


in vogue in British schools. [32]
Such remarks, as well as other pointed ones, stung the baseball chauvinists. Some


British reporters declared, for example, that the tourists were in Britain only because
they had been floated by ‘their rich backer’, Albert Spalding, who had perfected the
American art of self-promotion. The British also seemed fascinated by Clarence Duval,


‘a nigger boy’ who had been smuggled around the world without paying a fare on ship
or train. In sum, the exhibition appeared to be part circus and part a thwarted attempt


at stimulating interest in a foreign sport. Despite the boosting by accompanying
journalists, the crowds at the games were small relative to the vast population of


London, and thus, according to Palmer, were ‘significant of a vast failure’ and ‘were by
no means encouraging to our baseball missionaries’. [33] In the same vein, British


perspectives confirmed for Cap Anson ‘that baseball would never become a popular
English sport, an opinion that since then has proved to be correct’. [34] The British


did not take baseball very seriously. Worse, they certainly did not view baseball as a
threat to cricket, or even a help to cricket players who might practice hitting in the off-
season, for that matter. [35] Here was Spalding’s greatest setback; he never convinced


those in the British Empire—his main target—that baseball was worth their while. The
British already had their game, with its complex and highly developed set of rules and


ethics, and, to be sure, its long-standing imperial purpose and followers abroad. Yet at
Delmonico’s, rhetoric was shaped by jingoism rather than reality, and the abortive


baseball mission to Great Britain received no mention.
The mention of the British children’s game, in fact, provoked scorn at Delmonico’s,


where speakers were interrupted by catcalls of ‘no more rounders!’ The notion that the
British game had merely been carted across the Atlantic on the Mayflower and
developed over time in America into the cherished pastime of baseball struck at the


very heart of Spalding’s mission. The British had questioned the origins of his sport,
and, by extension, baseball’s identification with American nationalism. [36] The


reception of the tour in Britain revealed that baseball was in dire need of mythology, a
legend that could show its American birth. Doubleday proved a worthy candidate. For


the Delmonico’s celebration of the tourist’s return from abroad, however, nearly two
decades before the Mills Commission report, paeans to the nation and its great


representative, baseball, would hide the disappointment.
Thus, businessmen Chauncey Depew, who had recently seen his hopes for a


Republican presidential nomination dashed, rose from his table at Delmonico’s to
give a bombastic speech entitled ‘The Invasion of the Old World by the American Ball
Players’. In the midst of preparing a centennial oration commemorating America’s


constitutional convention and the creation of the ‘government which we boast of and
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the land and country of which we are proud’, he confessed his desire to discuss how
nations of culture engaged in sports and the arts. To be sure, neither Washington,


Madison, Jefferson, nor Hamilton ever saw a baseball game; Depew himself had never
played the sport. Yet European monarchies and their poor colonies took little interest


in boxing, and thus remained undemocratic. England, however, which boasted the
highest forms of literature and aristocratic government, and Ireland, with its poetry


and song, had many pugilists, as did the United States. Still, true civilisation was
marked not by boxing but by participation in the ‘manly arts’, best represented by the


‘National Game’. [37]
The British would certainly disagree, but the banquet was not the place to contest


the feasibility of baseball abroad. Just saying that this all-American invention was a


viable export was enough to satisfy the audience. Indeed, there already seemed some
glimmer of hope that the sport might catch on. The enthusiastic receptions


reproduced in Melbourne and Adelaide convinced Spalding that Australians liked
baseball, so he left behind his assistant, Henry Simpson, to teach the game. Within


weeks, on 18 January 1889, Royal Theatre director J. C. Williamson’s Thespians took
on Simpson’s team in East Melbourne. Over the next few years, Adelaide established


city teams numbering 25 members, with plans to use suburban cricket ovals as
grounds, while Melbourne possessed six clubs with hundreds of paying members.


Several games and new clubs in South Australia and Victoria followed, some between
squads of cricketers. Only a handful of clubs enjoyed any longevity. Worse, when the
Australians returned Spalding’s favour in 1897 by visiting the United States with a


tour of their own, they found few fans but Spalding or Cap Anson who embraced
them. This ‘Disaster Tour’ failed because of bad play, bankruptcy, and a manager


who abandoned the team in the States. [38]
Yet they had come all the same. Baseball itself would remain in Australia—side by


side cricket, to be sure—with some staying power, and the Spalding tour had been
the catalyst. Even in Britain, success seemed moderately possible. Spalding helped set


up a league in England a year after the tour, in 1890, and one of the members of the
All-America team, Ed Hengle, oversaw the creation of another British baseball
association by 1906. Yet the sport soon fizzled in Britain, revived in the form of


informal leagues periodically throughout the 20th century. [39]
Diners at Delmonico’s preferred to focus on the positive, no matter how much they


suffered from illusions, for they recognised that whatever the results of the world tour, it
symbolised something greater. Spalding had carved out an American identity by carting


overseas the emerging cultural icon of baseball, and that identity would help the country
envision, and then, hoped many in the audience (certainly Teddy Roosevelt among


them), assume an empire. The Honourable Daniel Dougherty, another public servant,
put it appropriately by tying baseball and the world tour to national values and


international prominence. To him, the return of Spalding’s tourists from overseas placed
them, at long last, in a country that ‘holds liberty dear’. Outdoor sports like baseball
promoted ‘health and hardihood’, and these qualities ‘rear a race fit for peace and war’;


an American ‘race’, that is, poised on the brink of empire. [40]
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Such swagger brought the Delmonico’s affair to a close. The comedians DeWitt
Hopper and Digby Bell entered the banquet room directly from the stage, the former


bringing the crowd to its feet with his rendition of the stirring ballad ‘Casey’s at the
Bat’ while Bell recited a new poem, ‘Spalding’s Ride’, aptly named after the patriotic


‘Paul Revere’s Ride’. Proclaimed Bell, on Albert Spalding’s ‘statue of bronze’ would
be inscribed the words: ‘From the baseball cranks, Who in manner befitting express


their thanks, To Spalding, who, freighted with ardour sublime, Played our national
game in every clime. From ‘Frisco, globe-circling, to New York Bay, In lands ten


thousand miles away’. [41] So ended the festivities, which had witnessed a joyous
mixing of millionaires and athletes, fans and players, who roamed among tables
shaking hands, drinking, and enjoying the camaraderie. It appeared as if baseball


linked people of all classes and culture in one big American pageant. At close to two
in the morning, the large salon emptied. Surely, as an early April morning


approached, ‘the baseball season has begun’, announced the New York Times in its
coverage of the banquet. [42]


‘‘The Wine was Very, Very Red’’, headlined the New York Herald, ‘and perhaps
that was why the globe trotters played such a poor game’ the next day at Washington


Park in Brooklyn. All-America’s error-prone fielding victimised their pitcher, but
both teams seemed understandably sluggish after their late Monday night. [43] Bad


play on the field should not hide a significant contribution that even the celebrants at
Delmonico’s the night before had recognised, although in only the most rudimentary
way. By carrying the game abroad, Spalding was injecting another American cultural


export, like Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show or Nellie Bly’s round-the-world race (an
adventure that began in December 1889, seven months after the Spalding tour


reached its end in Chicago), into the Anglo-American process of globalisation, itself a
precursor to the American empire. At this very time, Europeans, and especially the


British, were being invaded by a tide of products from the United States, especially
consumer goods and machinery. Now one of America’s cultural markers—baseball—


was being offered up. That Europe rejected it is less important than that the
transnational ballplayers were able to present it in the international arena in the first
place as part of the portfolio of American identity. Spalding’s tour had fallen short of


his ambitious dreams but it had introduced baseball to many parts of the world and
delighted his entourage with the pleasures of travel. Its significance lay not so much


in what the entourage did and how it was received abroad, but rather in the fact that
American elites perceived it as so valuable to their interests, and those of the country


as a while, that they engaged without reservation in post-tour spin at Delmonico’s,
trumpeting the tour’s national meanings. That is, the world tour, like the Doubleday


story, became part of baseball lore and the story of American ascendancy.
The grand venture involved more than dreams of profits; it symbolised many


aspects of the era of Anglo-American globalisation. Among the drivers of this
dynamic phenomenon that the world tour exemplified were the triumph of Big
Business in the American economy, the integration of the country by transportation


networks, the hierarchy of whites over people of colour, the competition over culture
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between the new world and the old, and vigorous nationalistic sentiment in the
United States. In sum, the world tour represented an effort to forge a powerful


national identity during an era of great competition, imperial rivalry, and structural
transformation in the world. America would climb to power during this period of


Anglo-American globalisation, and baseball, it turned out, hinted at this movement.
In the globalised system, as the tour made apparent, reigned a clear vision of the


national pastime as an exemplar of imminent American imperial clout. Diners sensed
the possibilities that night at Delmonico’s. The world tour of 1888–1889 was one


signal of the beginning of America’s historic ascent to empire and its engagement
around the planet as a globalising powerhouse. Marketing and self-promotion, of the
type practiced by Albert Spalding and endorsed by fellow business, political, and


media elites, resulted in a glorification of the American nation.
In the 1850s, poet Walt Whitman issued a quote that has since remained popular


with scholars and commentators alike: ‘I see great things in baseball. It’s our game,
the American game’. Yet did Whitman truly realise how much the game would be


tied to American identity? Spalding and his Delmonico’s compatriots surely did, and
the efforts of the baseball establishment to have their sport assume the mantle of


national icon did not stop there. The Doubleday myth was one example, and
although scholars debunked it, the legend shaped American culture. The town of


Cooperstown became so heavily invested financially in the origins myth, and Major
League Baseball so locked into the tale, that they succeeded inn establishing the
National Baseball Hall of Fame, built for baseball’s make-believe centennial


celebration in June 1939. Today, teams play each other at the Hall of Fame park,
named Doubleday Field. Incidentally, at an annual July game between Major League


teams in honour of new inductees into the Hall, several non-American players take
the field; since the new millennium, over one-quarter of professional baseball players


are foreign born. [44] Spalding’s imprint has endured.
The popularity of baseball overseas, and the number of foreign players taking the


field in the United States, is a tribute to the power of imperialism and globalisation,
and also, ultimately, a credit to Albert Spalding and his tourists. For decades before
the Hall of Fame opened its doors, and over a century prior to Latin American and


Asian players donning Major League uniforms, Spalding’s promotion of the United
States’ relatively new sport elevated baseball to its lofty perch as, fittingly, the national


pastime. Americans of the Gilded Age had seen great things in baseball, which
became part of America’s grand narrative, and, with the Spalding tour, even assumed


a role in world history.
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